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As this is my final entry in First Call, I simply want to say “Thank 
You” for allowing me to be a part of your Veteran small business 
journey. It has been an honor and privilege to be of service to you. I 
truly hope I made a difference in helping you grow your small 
business. I want to take this time to personally thank for these 
amazing people for their advice, generosity, guidance, and 
friendship throughout my time at the NVSBC. Their leadership, 
professionalism, and extensive knowledge of the Veteran small 
business community was instrumental and a big influence in my 
success.  I had too much fun to call this a job, but they made 
working in this position a wonderful experience.  

THANK YOU…
Heidi Gerding
Ira Kotetsky
Tracy Solomon        
Jeri Gore                   
Bob Santmyer             
Patrick Merkel         
Andera Bauerfeind    
JC Sandel                   
Bede Ramcharan    
David Fatthaian        
Marie Simmons         
Anthony Bell               
Eugene Toni             
Cindy Gaddis
Isaac Ellisworth

And to my friend, mentor and brother, Scott Denniston. Can’t believe it has been 23 years since that 
faithful day at The Pentagon studio. You took me under your wing and helped me both professional 
and personally through your wisdom, humor and at time tough love. Thank you for the opportunity 
and believing in me.  I’m forever grateful!

Earl Morgan aka “The Batman”
Professional Photographer
Former Program Director, NVSBC

Cynthia Miracle
Charlie Smith
Heather Boughton       
Jeff Turner
Alex Agyemang
Troy Mizell                  
Eric Dailey               
Cindy Giddas
Ron Poussard
Mark Rockefella       
Ludmilla Parnell        
Cherylynn Sagester
Sean Day
Patrick Alcorn                  

Gloria Larkin
Guy Timberlake
Heather Lee                
Pam Mazza            
Rita Brooks              
Jim Grove
John Moliere                 
Matt Pavelak
Stacy Redman         
Marc Goldschmitt  
Sonny Hatcher         
Michelle Burnett        
Jimmy Smith              
David Rose
Sarah Schauerle-Ridea    

Joshua Frank
Diana Dempsey
Norris Middleton          
Tan Wilson              
Judy Brandt
Sue Malone
Leslie Bourgeois         
John Shoraka           
Billy Jenkins              
James Quilty              
Ron Perry                
Lee Ellis
Kirk McLaren             
Chanel Bakston-Carter            

Scott Jensen, Zack Armstrong, Staff and Board of Directors,
Being around this passionate group of professionals is astounding (minus my 3-month “vacation” J)! 
Sometimes I’m in awe in what you guys ”cook up in the kitchen” to help veteran small businesses 
achieve their dreams. I wish everyone could witness the incredible synergy within this group that I 
hope to recreate in the future. Thank you for the opportunity to allow me to turn your ideas and vision 
into reality. 



Around the NVSBC

Small SDVOSB or VOSB

Non Vet Owned, Federal Contractor
Seyfarth Shaw LLP

LARGE BUSINESS

Agile Care Enterprises
Allure Realty LLC.
Arielle Management Group, LLC.
Artificial Sky
BLEN, Inc.
Dean Partners of PA, LLC.
Defutek Inc.
DEVOE Tech
E-Health Transformation
Elyon International, Inc.
Franklin IQ
Fusion Advanced Technology, LLC.
Hired Guns Inc.
iFusion Concepts LLC.
Intuitial LLC.
LeggioX LLC.
MPIsoft LLC.
MRO Innovators, LLC.
18 Acres Security Consulting Firm LLC.
Panakeia, LLC.
Rios Partners
Skyworks, LLC.
TradTek
Tribility LLC.
360 Durable Medical Equipment & Supplies
Unique Cleaning Service, Inc.
United Support Services LLC.
Wendroff & Associates, CPA.

Booz Allen Hamilton

Capital Group
Non Vet OwneD 1500 or Less



Finance

Charting a Course Through the Next Recession
The global economy has been on an upward trajectory since the start of the decade, with growth 
rates reaching all-time highs in many countries. However, there is growing evidence that we are 
at a tipping point. Experts have been warning for some time now that the next recession could be 
just around the corner, and many are now predicting that it could hit as soon as 2023.

What CEOs are Doing to Prepare for a Recession in 2023?

As the economy begins to slow down in the face of a potential recession, CEOs across industries 
are taking steps to prepare their organizations for the coming economic downturn. In a recent 
survey of CEOs from various industries, the consensus was that CEOs are taking proactive steps 
to weather the storm and stay ahead of the competition. Many CEOs are taking a conservative 
approach to their budgeting and spending. They are cutting costs in areas that are not essential 
to the business and are taking a wait-and-see stance on new investments. They are also 
investing more in technology to automate processes and streamline operations, reducing the 
need for additional labor. Other CEOs are turning to more creative solutions. They are looking for 
new markets to explore, new products and services to develop, and new ways to monetize their 
current offerings.

They are also seeking out strategic partnerships and alliances with other organizations in their 
industry to leverage their resources and capabilities. Finally, many CEOs are adopting a long-
term view. They are developing plans for the future, focusing on creating strong foundations for 
their businesses and looking for ways to diversify their income sources. They are also 
considering investments in employee development and training, and are investing in developing 
their organizational culture. By taking these proactive steps, CEOs are ensuring that their 
businesses are ready to weather the storm and remain competitive. As the economy fluctuates, it 
is important for CEOs to be prepared for the long term and focus on creating a strong foundation 
for their organizations.

How CEOs Can Overcome Recession Problems?

The 2020 recession has been especially rough for business leaders, with many companies facing 
challenges that have never been seen before. As the recovery begins, it’s time to look ahead to 
the next recession—which may be just around the corner. As the CEO, it’s your job to prepare for 
the next downturn. Here are a few strategies that can help you weather the storm:

1. Review your cost structure: During recessions, cash flow is often tight, so it’s important to 
review your cost structure and identify areas where you can cut back. Look for ways to reduce 
overhead, streamline processes, and eliminate unnecessary expenses.

2. Prune unproductive customers, products, and services: Examine outcomes with an 80/20 
lens. Frequently, cutting aspects of your business that do not bear fruit frees up time and financial 
resources to feed the parts that matter.

https://www.thebalancemoney.com/recession-2020-4846657


Finance

KIRK W. MCLAREN MBA, CPA, IFM | CEO Foresight CFO | Georgetown University Lecturer 
Having built and sold his first company before graduating from high school, Kirk is a natural at 
building growth companies and helping talented CEOs and their leadership teams exploit 
opportunities by obliterating obstacles that might get in their way.

Focus on customer experience: During a recession, customer loyalty is more important than ever. 
Make sure your customers are getting the best possible experience with your products and 
services. Invest in customer service and look for ways to differentiate your business in the 
market. Joey Colman has a great approach in his book Never Lose a Customer Again.

Maximize the use of technology: Technology can be a great way to streamline processes, cut 
costs, and improve customer service. Invest in the right tools and systems to help your business 
become more efficient and effective. Artificial Intelligence and robotics are expected to 
dramatically impact how we work sooner than you may think.

Build relationships with lenders: When cash flow is tight, having access to capital can be a 
lifesaver. Build relationships with lenders and other funding sources ahead of time so you can 
access the resources you need when the time comes.

Focus on cash flow: Managing cash flow is one of the most important things you can do to ensure 
the survival of your business during a recession. Make sure you have visibility into your cash flow 
and look for ways to optimize it including building a reserve.

Strategies for Charting a Course Through the Next Recession

The next recession is looming, and many business leaders are feeling uncertain about how to 
best prepare for what lies ahead. To better understand the strategies CEOs are using to navigate 
these uncertain times, a survey was done by Bloomberg across the United States in the early 
months of 2023. The results of the survey indicate that CEOs are primarily focused on maintaining 
financial health and stability within their organizations. To achieve this, they are focused on cutting 
costs, increasing efficiency, and diversifying their revenue streams. Many CEOs are also 
leveraging technology to innovate and increase their competitive advantage.

This includes investing in new software, automating processes, and capitalizing on the 
opportunities that digital transformation can bring. CEOs are developing new strategies for 
retaining and motivating employees, while also exploring ways to make their organization more 
agile and responsive to changing customer needs. Finally, CEOs are looking to the future and 
focusing on long-term sustainability. This includes developing strategies for investing in new 
markets, developing new products and services, and creating resilient business models that can 
withstand the next recession. By focusing on financial stability, leveraging technology, engaging 
their teams, and looking to the future, CEOs can chart a course that will carry their organizations 
through the next recession and beyond.

Conclusion: Preparing for the Future in Uncertain Economic Times

While the specifics of the recession are unknown, the advice of the surveyed CEOs is clear: build 
robust financial reserves, diversify revenue streams, invest in technology, and prepare to be 
flexible and adaptive. By taking these steps, businesses will be better positioned to weather the 
storm when it arrives, and to emerge stronger and more agile on the other side. By taking 
proactive steps now, businesses can be prepared for whatever the future may bring.



Labor Shortage Issues Examined in Subcommittee Hearing 
on Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Workforce Development

On The Hill

Small businesses across the United States are experiencing a severe 
labor shortage, according to a hearing held by the Small Business 
Subcommittee on Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Workforce 
Development. The hearing, titled “Help Wanted: Exploring How Alternative 
Paths to Student Debt Can Help to Strengthen Small Business,” aimed to 
examine the labor shortage and explore potential solutions to help small 
businesses recruit and retain workers.

During the hearing, Meloni Raney, President and CEO of TEXO, addressed the perception issue 
with the construction industry. She stated that many people view construction as a last resort 
career option, which is not only untrue but also a significant barrier to entry for the industry. To 
combat this perception, TEXO works to show middle and high school students the potential for a 
bright career in construction, the salary ranges, and the opportunities available. Raney explained 
that TEXO puts people who look like the students in front of them to showcase that construction 
is open to anyone. TEXO starts engaging with students in middle school and follows them 
throughout their high school journey to bring them into the industry.

Chairman Molinaro echoed Raney’s sentiments and stated that the current education structure is 
not working and demoralizes some of the brightest minds. He emphasized the need for 
alternative education structures that cater to different skill sets and interests. Rep. Ellzey
highlighted the need for guidance counselors to guide students towards alternative career paths, 
and Raney agreed, stating that building relationships with students and partnering with specific 
schools can lead to success in recruiting and retaining workers.

Chairman Williams brought up the issue of occupational licensing, which can become a barrier to 
entry for certain individuals seeking to enter specific career paths. Ms. Patrice Onwuka explained 
that occupational licensing is a state-level issue that can prevent immigrants, people with 
criminal records, and military spouses from participating in certain occupations. Chairman 
Williams emphasized the need to address these credentialing issues and fill the gap in the labor 
market to complete the circle of the economy and business.



Legal
Don’t Make The Most Common Bid Protest Mistakes!

Part 8: ALWAYS Intervene!
Hello loyal readers!  After a brief hiatus last month, we are back!  Thanks for your patience.
I hope you are excited because we are now officially in the home stretch of our 10-part series 
covering common contractor bid protest mistakes!  So far, we have covered: the difference 
between size/status protests and bid protests; protest deadlines for protests challenging 
solicitation terms; exclusions from the competitive range; post-award protest deadlines; 
demystifying debriefings, jurisdictional limits on task award protests and, last time, prejudice.  
This month, we are tackling Intervention.

So, you may be asking, what is intervention in the bid protest context?  Well, “intervening” in a bid 
protest is what a contractor does in order to enter bid protest litigation when their award has been 
challenged.  In other words, if you went after a contract opportunity and (good news) got it! - but 
(bad news) later found out that your contract award was protested by a disgruntled competitor, 
you may intervene in the protest that was filed.  Many contractors think they are without options, 
or are unable to be involved in the protest process in this type of situation.  That is not true.  But 
to get involved, and make a difference, contractors need to know the rules and best practices 
relating to intervention. 

Remember what we covered way back in installment one: Bid protests concern a challenge to 
the action taken by the agency in connection with a specific procurement – like selecting 
inappropriate terms for a solicitation, or the misevaluation of offerors’ proposals.  In contrast, 
size/status protests focus on a competitor’s eligibility for the set-aside contract at issue.  Because 
a bid protest technically challenges the agency’s actions in connection with the source selection, 
government counsel will step in to defend its actions, and the subsequent award decision.  If the 
protest is at the GAO, it will be agency counsel defending the award.  At Court of Federal Claims, 
it will be the Department of Justice, supported by agency counsel.  A lot of contractors wonder: “If 
the government is going to step in to defend my award, why shouldn’t I just sit back and let 
them?”  Admittedly, it is a good question.  But the answer is that, if protested, you need to 
intervene because no one but YOU is going to protect YOUR interests.  The government is 
looking out for the government’s interests.  Which at times can be, but will not always be, the 
same as yours.

Indeed, though at the outset of any protest, your interests might align with those of the 
government – i.e. you both want the award decision to stand, and for you to keep the award –
things can change quickly as litigation unfolds.  For example, the government might be swayed 
that corrective action is necessary and wish to cancel your award and redo the source selection 
evaluation in whole or in part.  Even if corrective action does not become an issue, government 
counsel might be new and inexperienced, or miss or disagree with an argument you think is 
critical to winning the protest and keeping your award.  In order to have any say where the bid 
protest litigation goes, you have to be admitted as a party to the litigation.  In other words, you 
must intervene.

The good news is that it is pretty quick and easy to do so.  Your lawyer can file a simple 
document stating that you were the awardee, that you therefore have an interest in the case, and 
asking for permission to intervene in the case.  Once permission to intervene is granted, your 
lawyer will have to file another quick form gaining access to the protected bid protest litigation

https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20September%202022%20%20.pdf
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20September%202022%20%20.pdf
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20October%20%202022.pdf
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20October%20%202022.pdf
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20November%202022%20-%20Final.pdf
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20December%202022%20.pdf
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20January%202023_Final.pdf
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20February%202023.pdf.
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/FirstCallNewsletters/First%20Call%20-%20March%202023-Final.pdf


docket and documents.  After that, it is up to your lawyer and you how much effort (and legal 
fees) you want to expend.  The key, though, is that if you intervene, you have your foot in the 
door and therefore have the ability to make that decision.  Without it, you are left in the dark, 
waiting weeks if not months to hear from the government about whether they canceled your 
award or not.  After intervening, you can monitor filings, discuss strategy with government 
counsel, and modulate your efforts depending on how convincing the protestor’s arguments are, 
and how well you believe government counsel has the situation handled.  I have been involved in 
cases, intervening on behalf of a client, where the government counsel was knocking it out of the 
park.  So we sat back and let them; we joined in their briefs rather than write our own and, as a 
result, legal costs were comparatively small.  But even with so little effort spent, my contractor 
client had peace of mind, knowing how the case was going and the likelihood of success.  The 
client could plan accordingly in terms of staffing, budget, and BD pipeline.  In other cases, I have 
had to take a laboring oar, drafting supplemental briefs to cover critical arguments I felt the 
government counsel had missed or covered insufficiently.  In those cases, had we not intervened, 
my clients likely would have lost their awards.  Intervention saved them.     

Best practice is to intervene as soon as possible after you receive notice of the protest.  This 
allows you to be part of the discussion with government counsel concerning potential motions to 
dismiss.  That happens very quickly, usually within the first after protest filing.  You absolutely 
want to be in the litigation, and admitted to the protective order, by the time the agency record is 
circulated (30 days after the protest was filed).  The Agency record will contain a CO statement 
and legal memorandum, which explains the government’s response and rebuttal to the 
protestor’s arguments. You, like the protestor, will then have 10 days after the AR is filed to draft 
“Comments to the Agency Report,” to the extent you feel them necessary. 

With regard to the kinds of defenses you can raise, there are all sorts.  You might argue for 
dismissal based on the protestor’s failure to timely file (you will remember from our previous 
installments how tricky it is to properly calculate bid protest deadlines), or on the basis that the 
protest is pure speculation.  You might be able to raise arguments about jurisdiction, standing, or 
prejudice (all of which we have discussed in prior posts).  The key is to find anything you can to 
defeat the protest and keep your award.

Though this series is focused on bid protests, I do want to offer one critical clarification regarding 
size and status protests, and that is: Everything I said above pertains to bid protests only.  
Remember that, unlike bid protests, size and status protests do not allege that the government 
did anything improperly.  Accordingly, government counsel does NOT step in to defend the 
award.  The key issue(s) in size and status protests relate to the eligibility of the awardee.  Which 
means, if you are an awardee whose eligibility is challenged, the government is not coming to 
help you.  It is on you – and you alone – to defend your eligibility and keep your award. 

If you have questions about bid protest intervention, or size/status protest defense, consult a 
legal professional. 

Legal

Maria Panichelli is a partner in McCarter & English LLP’s Government Contracts & Global Trade 
group, and she focuses her practice exclusively on federal contracting and small business 
procurement. McCarter’s more than 375 sophisticated and exceptionally skilled lawyers in 11 offices 
deliver solid results and innovative solutions to our clients nationwide. We are trusted business 
advisors to our clients, which include an array of Fortune 100, mid-market, and emerging growth 
companies Check out the NVSBC’s webinar ‘Charlie Mike’ featuring Maria Panichelli on the 'Top 
Ten Tips About Protests: Fighting for and Keeping the Contracts You Deserve.’

https://www.mccarter.com/people/maria-l-panichelli/
https://youtu.be/0Z-ZxSMY81M
https://youtu.be/0Z-ZxSMY81M


Calendar of Events  

NVSBC Events are specially designed to provide networking and training for those VOSB & 
SDVOSB ready to take their business to the next level! These include:

• Charlie Mike Webinar Training Series
• VetFedAcademies
• Washington DC Networking Dinners
• Many more...

Let us help you get "Procurement Ready!" Click on the on the button below to learn more and 
register.

Enter NVSBC Events 

NVSBC Events

Federal Procurement Events
Grow your business through events provided by agencies within the Federal government 
including outreach, matchmaking, networking, training, and additional activities. If you have 
a Federal Procurement Event you'd like NVSBC to consider adding to this page, please 
contact members@nvsbc.org with respective details.

Enter Federal Procurement Events 

VetFedAcademy
Time: 4:00 p.m.
DC Networking Dinner 
Time: 5:30 p.m.May

10 Register 
Here

Take advantage of benefits where NVSBC has created partnerships that bring value to your 
business. If you would like NVSBC to consider a partnership with your business, please 
contact members@nvsbc.org with respective details.

Partner Deals 

Partner Deals

Did you know that NVSBC is a non-profit organization that relies on membership and sponsorship to provide 
our programs and services? If you benefit from our Training, Networking, and Advocacy, join the coalition 
or sponsor NVSBC today and strengthen our voice!

Join Today!

Sponsorship Opportunities

Membership and Sponsorship Supports NVSBC Programs

https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/events
http://clicks.memberclicks-mail.net/ls/click?upn=Tjt2i42lqzs0kRHFtSZ-2BDrx3hMFq-2F7-2FTcAljfZbev8gYgNKTKdpn7wBEyuUxA2K0QvDzWXY4I45e1UFMSHs8Ch9HupBQS9lMO7jECfCm6I9hPgNc-2BOnhIKB67GtwxlD0de7d_MIiEa-2BOC25WkrW1ZnDJZz1DFGtM3CfriGJYfjnGoQKSySZZM8epzdiFDGSR4keLREUXVbRMxJIEPtnSpv-2BhjwNKKOg04qaXAv8MVHltzGpQL6OsPlJIE-2FB9IZ-2BzN67SCe-2FRQcJf4tAPoix-2BfM-2Bk33q6w5ThyuqH6O0iHqa-2B-2BziHaQyxaeS-2B7cNPholgf-2FFz6a43-2BeRjQkl3JRNK3ovwi9xQGCmPVmOybitAMfr8gWnTyCy-2FOdljdTeXtTbbyBvt8wzeZi-2Fi2SdHhUsYr28wubXIHbQdYPMxRMW-2FPBh-2BWkeKeCGCZCuKvpD1xDHn9C8L23XF1TVylEgfRhofi24sh4w-3D-3D
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/federal-procurement-events
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_jevents&task=icalrepeat.detail&evid=72&Itemid=129&year=2023&month=05&day=10&title=dc-networking-dinner-a-vetfedacademy-may-2023&uid=f243bb3a2afc8c77e308fb5470eeef1c
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_jevents&task=icalrepeat.detail&evid=72&Itemid=129&year=2023&month=05&day=10&title=dc-networking-dinner-a-vetfedacademy-may-2023&uid=f243bb3a2afc8c77e308fb5470eeef1c
http://clicks.memberclicks-mail.net/ls/click?upn=Tjt2i42lqzs0kRHFtSZ-2BDrx3hMFq-2F7-2FTcAljfZbev8gYgNKTKdpn7wBEyuUxA2K0QvDzWXY4I45e1UFMSHs8Ch9HupBQS9lMO7jECfCm6I9hPgNc-2BOnhIKB67GtwxlD0m8zE_MIiEa-2BOC25WkrW1ZnDJZz1DFGtM3CfriGJYfjnGoQKSySZZM8epzdiFDGSR4keLREUXVbRMxJIEPtnSpv-2BhjwNKKOg04qaXAv8MVHltzGpQL6OsPlJIE-2FB9IZ-2BzN67SCe-2FRQcJf4tAPoix-2BfM-2Bk33q6w5ThyuqH6O0iHqa-2B-2BziHaQyxaeS-2B7cNPholgf-2FFz6GcJyQFDe-2B-2BfRpnc-2FBh9sm7PN2u-2B3d9wnj303GspT1KSMn19BSl4YfsBGalUJybA2XGO2-2FLfRyvcw1BicoUjK52Meum3Hsvghst6VXZ7cRenCdygVkOzwQhkpM2AR0F-2BJbkslol3QUNFcpbJt2IxBxA-3D-3D
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/partner-deals
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/membership
https://nvsbc.memberclicks.net/assets/SponsorshipPackages/2023%20NVSBC%20Sponsorship%20Packages%20v4.pdf


VETERANS MEAN BUSINESS!

SOLD OUT!!



LEADERSHIP SPONSOR

TITANIUM SPONSOR

PLATINUM SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSOR



SILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSOR

THANK YOU SPONSORS!!



NVSBC's First Call newsletter delivers Veteran-focused small 
business information training content and information on small 
business operations, laws, rules, and regulations. 12 issues per year 
are provided to an audience of greater than 48,000. This newsletter 
is co- authored by recognized leaders in the SDVOSB/VOSB and 
small business communities and provides timely updates to 
upcoming events and activities. 

FIRST CALL
Showcase your business in

For more information, contact Zack Armstrong, Deputy 
Executive Director at zack.armstrong@nvsbc.org


